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When it’s too fast to see, and too important not to.®

Climbing Mount Everest once is a feat. But a human being would have to scale the mountain not once, but 
three times in order to compete with the Hawaiian goby fish. Using suction cups on its body, the peculiar 
gobies scale waterfalls hundreds of feet high to reach the freshwater spawning area—all while evading 
predators.

To better understand how gobies—or o’opu, as they’re called in Hawaii—make their incredible journey, 
Kelly Diamond, a doctoral candidate at Clemson University, needed a way to observe the fish on some 
of Hawaii’s most remote islands. “We didn’t always have access to properly equipped field stations,” 
Diamond explains. “We required a high-speed camera that we could use in rooms with low lighting.”

After being awarded a Phantom VEO 710 camera through Vision Research’s EDU Challenge, Diamond 
and her colleagues got to work. Not only did they obtain valuable data on a species of fish they wouldn’t 
otherwise have access to, but the footage opened up new, exciting doors for their research.

Using a Phantom high-speed camera, Clemson University researchers are 
studying waterfall-climbing fish on some of Hawaii’s most remote islands.

How These Fish  
Just Keep Climbing



CLIMBING VERSUS EVADING PREDATORS
Diamond’s research at the Blob Lab—Clemson’s Evolutionary Morphology and Biomechanics Laboratory—
examines how environmental and biotic factors influence escape performance. In this case, Diamond has 
been exploring the relationship between the gobies’ ability to evade predators and their ability to climb 
waterfalls—a tradeoff that differs among gobies on various islands.

In a lifecycle process called amphidromy, juvenile gobies migrate from the ocean to their adult habitat in 
freshwater streams. On the younger islands, this distance can be very short. The waterfalls also tend to 
be a lot taller. “We expect to find better climbers on these islands,” Diamond explains, “especially since 
they don’t have to evade predators as long.”

Kauai, on the other hand, is geologically the oldest of the main Hawaiian Islands. “It’s a volcanic island 
with more erosion,” Diamond says. “You can go miles without encountering a single waterfall, and the 
waterfalls also aren’t very tall. On this island, we expect to find gobies with better predator evasion skills 
than climbing skills.”

To test this theory, Diamond needed a way to record and observe the gobies’ climbing and predator escape 
performance—a difficult feat on the beautiful, yet remote island of Kauai. “On the bigger islands, we 
have field stations where we can set up proper lighting and float tanks,” Diamond explains. “But the field 
station on Kauai isn’t very good. Until we received the Phantom VEO 710 camera, we weren’t able to test 
our theory there.”

CLIMBING AND ESCAPING AT HIGH SPEEDS
While Diamond and her team have used cameras in the past to record climbing gobies, the high-speed 
Phantom VEO 710 enabled them to observe how the fish climb and evade predators —shedding new light 
on both processes. 

As part of the climbing experiments, the researchers simulated a waterfall using a tank made of plexiglass. 
Using a frame rate of 1,000 frames per second (fps), they recorded the gobies through the plexiglass to 
capture the climbing process from the belly side of the fish. Most gobies climb using a suction disc located 
at their pelvic center. Some species also have a second suction disc where its mouth is. In both cases, the 
fish press their suction disc against the rock—or in this case, the glass—behind the waterfall and then 
wiggle their way up the wall. “They stick and wiggle, stick and wiggle,” Diamond says. “It’s like a dance.”

Next, to observe the gobies’ escape performance, the team 
simulated a predator attack. Using a series of pores along their 
body, the gobies can detect subtle differences in waterflow caused 

by oncoming predators. “It’s similar to the way we can tell which 
direction the breeze is blowing,” Diamond explains. “The 
wind hits the hairs on one side of the body slightly before 
hitting the hairs on the other side of the body.”

To stimulate an escape response, the researchers 
squirted a jet of water at each fish. Then, using the high 

speed video, they measured several variables, including 
how fast and at what angle the gobies escaped.

The Phantom VEO 710



OVERCOMING LIGHTING CHALLENGES WITH PHANTOM
Due to the remote nature of Kauai, having enough lighting to record the experiments was a main 
concern. Fortunately, the Phantom VEO 710  is designed to utilize as much light as possible. Its full-size, 
1-megapixel CMOS sensor features large, 20-micron pixels—resulting in high light sensitivity even at very 
fast recording speeds. The camera records at 7,400 fps at full resolution and up to 1 million fps at reduced 
resolutions.

“We were able to film with less light than the other cameras we had,” Diamond says. “Because we used a 
color Phantom VEO 710, we also used it to create teaching materials for the lab.”

In addition to its fast speeds and light sensitivity, the Phantom VEO 710 was ideal for the remote Hawaiian 
islands due to its robust construction. Its housing is machined from aluminum, ensuring long-term 
reliability even in the presence of shock and vibration, and sealed to protect electrical components from 
the environment.

   OBSERVING THE SUCTION DISC IN GREATER DETAIL

Thanks to the Phantom camera, Diamond and her team observed how the gobies’ oral suction disc works during the 
climbing process. “When we looked at the footage of the disc from the older cameras, the resolution wasn’t good 
enough to see anything.” But that all changed with the Phantom VEO 710. The high-speed footage of the climbing 
experiments revealed that the gobies flip their upper and lower lip into two suction cups—enabling the fish to adhere 
to the waterfall’s rocky surface.

“This makes sense because waterfalls aren’t smooth,” Diamond says. “On a rough surface, it’s better to have two 
smaller suction cups because if one fails, you still have the other one. We’re still processing data, but the extra light 
sensitivity and resolution let us see how the disc shape changes over time,” Diamond says.

Using the Phantom VEO 710, Clemson University researchers observed how gobies climb and evade predators—
shedding new light on both processes. 
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BREAKING NEW GROUND
Thanks to the Phantom VEO 710, Diamond and her team have gathered a lot of helpful preliminary data 
that points to the truth of their original hypothesis. “We’re still doing research, but we are noticing the 
gobies from Kauai do escape slightly faster than the gobies on the younger islands,” Diamond says. “But 
they also respond less frequently—which is interesting.”

Excitingly, the high-speed images have also provided Diamond and her team with new insights. “A few 
years ago, a graduate student had attempted to record the oral suction disc on one of the species, but he 
could only get a view from the top of the fish,” Diamond says. “After playing with some of the angles and 
settings on the camera, we found that the suction disc works completely differently than what we had 
thought. We wouldn’t have been able to see that without the camera.”

Diamond’s findings on gobies will be included in her dissertation. This research can provide helpful clues 
about evolution—particularly, how adaptation occurs over long and short periods of time.

For the climbing experiments, the researchers simulated a waterfall using a plexiglass tank. They also simulated a 
predator attack by squirting water at each fish.


